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they asked me twice already if I was catching ghosts.

ultimate meeting point: the kitchen

my mom is from Portland.

meeting someone is sharing where one’s mother is from.
Portland. London. Brussels. Nijgmegen. 
meeting someone is asking where someone teaches.
Brussels. Gent. 

a neighbour enters through the front door
and appears in the kitchen.
she doesn’t have that much time,
but she’s happy to know this house exists in the 
street because her daughter is also an artist.

meeting someone is to say where your mother lives.
a village outside of Antwerp.

you know, I had friends who had cows
and horses and everything.



a meeting between two people summons
the world outside. from Antwerp to green fields
to Portland, and further out: all of that 
permeates the walls of the house.





now Ernst and Laura are talking about the kind
of house they live in.
there are many kinds of houses:
tiny houses,
houses in the country side with horses and cows.
row houses like the radical house.
and squats. 

i’ve heard this before. 
i’ve been told that boulevard Anspach was full of
squatted apartment buildings at a time when 
my parents hadn’t moved to Brussels yet.

in the 80s the city was a squat city.



the next most popular meeting point is the sidewalk.

here we are told that the 80s were the time
of a big dance and performance revolution
in Belgium, thanks to the breaking down of
big institutions, when Béjard was sent 
to Switzerland or something like this 

PHD stands for pretty huge dick, and not PHD
as in Doctor of Philosophy. but this
phallic PHD WILL become a real PHD eventually.

S U B S I D Y
S L U R P E R S

this project
started in 2019.

subsidies cut.
c y n i c a l .
we got NO’S 3 times
more than YESSES.
money is ending.
the PHD scans the institutions.
since the 80s to now.
the erosion.
i n s t i t u t i o n s . 
cultural centers.
some like Vooruit,
sliding from 30 to 3%.
76 questions
about getting subsidies .
pitching projects.
come back

n e x t
y e a r .

there are questions: 

who DIDN’T apply for subsidies? 
is there a triangle between
the state, institutions and artists?

from asking questions we can access fiction:

how would the art world be without institutions?



A was renovating their home and missed this 
whole subsidy thing. they were kind of
disconnected from the internet at the time. 

On what kind of fabric can it
be glued to? Red fabric only. 

now as an institution you can apply to become a 
PERMANENT INSTITUTION. i’m thinking that a permanent
institution is like being HOUSED forever.
it’s like owning your house
instead of renting or being hosted.

how did u prove that 
you are an artist?

you know you could get between 2000 and 20.000 euros!! 
oh shit i missed it !

i’m going to light up the iron and
we’ll iron some SUBSIDY SLUPERS PATCHES.



next, I am led into a room to talk to a computer.
Alice is speaking Italian to the person inside the screen 
and Italian suddenly feels totally understandable to me.
like some kind of twisted French. 
is there a little bird in my ear dubbing what I hear? 

I’m standing in front of a half open shell.
I have to lean in close and bend my knees to read the screen.
the purpose here is to make a synchronised
mirrored visual composition with the user 
on the other side of the fiber optic cable.

somewhere in Italy, someone is pushing
little objects slowly around on a table. and 
I’m mimicking them. or they are mimicking me ?
who’s leading this two-fold composition?
we draw a similar shape at the same time,
using with particles, paper clips and seeds. 
carefully trying to make it evolve in a way
the other person will follow or draw authorship from?
 
our two windows are mirroring each other on the screen,
side by side, like the two halves of the shell. 



I carry myself to 
the sidewalk again 
to sit under the sky.

I mean, you just 
have to wait a few minutes
and the sky will open again!

bringing the
outside inside.

it’s the best
weather today!

back to the living
room where no one ever 
seems to set foot: someone 

comes in shouting



here i am under the sky,
sitting around a table, joining a little group of five.
they are braiding threads into friendship bracelets, 
triggering someone’s memory:

i was sitting somewhere in
Chelsea in NYC, ten years
ago, braiding
something under a tent. 

connections are entangling
themselves on themes
of love and violence.

someone from the street 
dropped by for a conversation.
they sat down at our table
for a little braid.
they have a very cool
scholar aunt in New York,
by the way, 
just dropping this here…

meeting someone is sharing
where your aunt lives.
New York.

your aunt …
looking at how we …
the traditional conception of …
women are …
Doctor Taylor … Kimberlee,
no I mean Jessica … 
why are women blamed
for everything …
it’s a topic i’m fascinated by …
violence against
women and girls …
cohersive control …
stalkers … Los Angeles …

knotting with our hands and unwinding through chatter.
we are braiding letters together, re-shaping our names into 
bracelets, somehow, bracelets of riddles and lullabies.
celebrating friendship, weddings, jubilees.

I am AAY and
you are MAY. 
my middle name is Rose.
my middle name is Laure.
my middle name is Eva.
Eva to Elien to E.E.R.
my initials are AR.
imagine if I married
somebody whose name
starts with a T:
I would be able
to say I’m ART!
not that I ever want to 
change my name though...

Elien wants to re-invent
the way we celebrate friendship 
through making bracelets.
kids are associated to
bracelets the same way 
kids are associated with 
making beautiful drawings.
kids, unlike adults,
DO THINK THEY ARE ABLE TO DRAW
no doubt,

all children know they can draw.

then you become a graphic 
designer and you stop drawing 
because you made a career
out of SYMMETRY.
it became your signature.



I’m back to the kitchen.
someone gleefully shouts to one of the hosts:

everybody connected to you is wearing red!

where was your mother born? 
Middlesex hospital. a hospital in Portland.
Edith Cavel hospital in Uccle. 

I’m introducing out-of-context questions
and they are spreading around. 
I listen to how they echo around the house. 

the house allows us to HIDE in corner and to BE RED. 
you either have to HIDE or GET RED. 





do you need an audience to have a conflict?
time seems to run faster in the radical house:
we made friendship bracelets with strangers in the morning.
now lunch is barely over
and we’re already discussing conflict.

Laura makes us sit on the ground floor
to find a point of conflict with our neighbour. 
to agree on something we could disagree about?
argue about? fight about?
my leo neighbour and I are ping-ponging dozens of subjects,
attitudes, facts and fictions
that we could find annoying about each other.

we can’t help making it about us somehow.
hmmm, in which way could this freshly-met person ever annoy me? 
every time I might have found an aspect of
her personality that could irritate me for sure,
she holds it up in front of my face as a pride
and i can only bow my head and think:
you are not in denial. I respect that.
Well i think this isn’t it.
we have to dig deeper, Francine.

I look as deep as possible into her eyes, thinking
are your annoying character traits only relative to you?
or are conflicts only about ideology?
and are small things that piss us off
related to broader perspectives on the world? 

so why can’t we disagree to agree? 
are my neighbour and I too bubbled up in the same echo chamber? 
after some time, we settle on a major difference
and potential source of friction:
we don’t belong to the same generation.

but the time is up so we can’t discuss it further.
our conversation stops but we keep smiling
at each other like accomplices,
burning with curiosity, as we imagine the beautiful landscape
where we will have a long-awaited duel !!

will it be about identity politics…? 
will it be about safe(r) spaces…? 
will it be about “freedom of speech”…?
will it be about the importance of conflict itself…?

on the other side of the floor, S and A have 
found their own conflicting issue: community.
how did they get there, I wonder jealously,
finding the key to friction so easily???

community is (…)
community is not (…)
well actually, community is (…)
no, it’s (…)
in my mind, it’s (…)
I think community is (…)
I am not part of (…)
you are (…)
I am (…)

as the verbal argument unfolds
the two bodies are sitting side to side on crossed-legs,
swinging their arms around,
banging there open palms on their chest, 
drawing shapes in the air,
pointing in different directions, 
gently poking one another shoulders, and knees,
planting exclamation points here and there.

S A





les murs ont des oreilles

the choreography of disagreeing on what community is



from here, A takes us to the same floor,
in a different disposition of bodies.
the number of participants has doubled.
after a trigger warning, we receive a long questionnaire
about domestic violence and violence in relationships.
we are asked to question ourselves and our behaviours 
as well as actions done to us,
broken down in a multitude of numbered questions.
each one of us leans onto their individual sheet of yellow paper,
answering YES or NO questions.
periodically, participants mumble out one of the questions
laughingly, as if needing to laugh away 
the violence suggested by the sentence.

meanwhile, the Codisco disco ball shines
YES NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES 
NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES NO on the wall.
question number 3, number 15, number 33, number 26, number 47,
numbers are floating around the room.
we answer secretly, anonymously.

as soon as the silent pencil phase is over, 
all the participants want a piece of this discussion:
the words are too broad!
the situations are can be interpreted in different ways!
the format might be funny,
a sort of dry administrative survey,
but the dry lines of the form perfectly reflect
the administrative tunnel of 
domestic violence, where words are badly chosen, 
where they are not mutually defined,
where victims go to be silenced.
violence is a taboo and the survey show it.
throat, glass of wine, car, hands, wall.

[ we discuss more privately ] 

Where do I draw the line? where do you draw the line? 

there are cultural norms, BUT YOUR BODY KNOWS.

the walls of the house are pounding now.
pounding like a challenged heart.
i learned something today.



A

the flag of our bodies in the room (house) thinking collectively about domestic (house) violence.



the group carries itself to the living room.
it’s money o’ clock.
how does codisco deal with money? 
how should a budget be spent?
on material costs only? 
on paying individuals?
on paying organisers? 
on paying participants?
divided in proportional wages?

in Mediterranean contexts there is no money
for participants of ‘participative’ projects because these
people are usually the ‘target’ group or
the ones receiving ‘help’, as if that is enough.

what if the participants are their own target group?
what if members are paid,
but not passersby who contribute spontaneously?
what if you only pay the spontaneous contributors?

and this, money questions, is not  where 
our foster child codisco  ended that  day...  
it ain’t over until joan has made every single participant
sing a traditionnal song in their own mother language
on the floor of the basement.  

flag of “first they talked about money
then they all went to sing in the basement.”




